
The Corona pandemic is the latest clear 
sign, that in the future all paths in capi-
tal goods sales will lead through the 
Internet. But for manufacturers of custo-
mer-specific, complex product systems 
it́ s not easy to find a workable path: 
How can you offer something on the 
WWW that doesn't even exist yet? The 
software provider Perspectix can offer 
an end-to-end digitization solution in-
cluding a Web Configurator and a 
Consumer Communicator.

How to offer individual capital goods 
on the Internet

The digitization of customer interactions has been 

considered the first step toward new business suc-

cess for B2B companies long before Corona. The 

customer journey begins at Google even when the 

more and more offerings have to meet individual 

customer needs. Good news when products show up 

there - and even better if potentials can place an 

offer immediately. For providers of complex, techni-

cal product systems in particular, this seems 

impossible: Their customers usually expect customi-

zed solutions that not only fit exactly to fixed 

framework conditions, but also have to solve very 

specific challenges. So these providers should begin 

with some "homework".
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Product configurator as interface

After building up a modular product portfolio, they 

should introduce the customer-specific customizable 

product configurator of the P'X Industry Solution 

which seamlessly integrates technical sales with the 

PLM/PDM and ERP information sources. This integra-

ted solution approach allows current product 

knowledge from the design department to flow into 

the customer dialog in a sales-oriented manner. In a 

first step, product catalogs are created from CAD 

data reduced to special envelope geometries. The 

necessary product logic is stored in a set of rules that 

covers all possible combinations of components. This 

provides sales with the necessary product knowled-

ge in a 3D construction kit, which they can use to 

meet customer requirements independently. In addi-

tion, product development and technical sales now 

have an efficient bidirectional communication plat-

form. With the virtual product construction kit, all 

valid variants of a product can be interactively com-

bined in a 3D space. In addition to the maximum bill 

of materials approach, object-oriented top-down or 

bottom-up approaches can be pursued. Spatial and 

formal errors are avoided by combining 3D models 

and product logic. An accurate sales bill of materials 

is included; the quotation price is already calculated 

during configuration according to current price infor-

mation from an ERP system. Various surcharges as 

well as customer-specific discounts from the CRM 

system can be taken into account. 

Perfect online presentations

Now, efficient sales engineering already shortens the 

time between inquiry and first offer. On-site configu-

ration provides comprehensive recording of 

requirements and offers excellent opportunities for 

3D presentation. Higher quotation throughput and 

fewer correction loops reduce process costs. New 

products can be placed on the market more quickly. 

But where personal appointments are not appropria-

te, Perspectix opens up new possibilities with a 

consumer communicator: The configuration proposal 

is provided with explanatory documents in a pro-

ject-related web front end. Invited customers access 

it using a secure web link and can immediately see 

the project in 3D views. The usual functions such as 

rotating and zooming are available, as are marking 

and commenting. The viewer chooses between the 

entire installation environment or a detailed view - 

quotation or parts list information can be provided in 

supplementary documents. This makes communica-

tion in video conferences or on the phone much 

easier. The technology used allows access in all com-

mon browsers as well as use with mobile devices.

Centrally empowering global sales networks

Many manufacturers maintain a worldwide distributi-

on network with their own subsidiaries and sales 

partners. These need to be empowered with up-to-

date product information in their languages so that 

they, in turn, can communicate efficiently with their 



trigger the creation of assemblies and, if necessary, 

special designs. The shipping documents are used to 

create informative assembly plans for installation 

and commissioning on site. Continuous processes 

thus ensure on-time and on-budget product deliver-

ies and acceptances all over the world.

Web configurator for complex product systems

As a result, many manufacturers are already optimal-

ly positioned in organizational terms. Product 

knowledge and application technology have been 

preserved in an error-free reproducible manner. This 

enables them to take the second step towards new 

business models on the Internet without much effort. 

Perspectix offers the P'X Web Configurator for this 

purpose, which uses the existing database. Together 

with the existing integration to CAD and ERP, this si-

gnificantly reduces the initial effort and halves the 

subsequent maintenance effort. Depending on the 

complexity and functionality, manufacturers will pre-

pare their product portfolio for the Web offering. 

With preconfigured modules and industry-specific 

components, user-friendliness and thus sales suc-

cess can be increased. The web configurator, which is 

specially designed for high usability, guides users 

quickly and reliably to the desired result with an ap-

pealing 3D visualization of modules and components 

customers. In the P'X Industry Solution, the manu-

facturer maintains the entire database in the required 

languages on a central server. Tight ERP integration 

ensures the right conditions in the respective curren-

cies and up-to-date delivery readiness. With the 

powerful functions, manufacturers can make new 

conditions, products or product lines available world-

wide overnight. All internal and external sales staff 

have web-based access to these.

Local configuration in local language

This provides the global sales organization with the 

same options for configuring and presenting end pro-

ducts as the head office. Document templates can be 

filled directly to generate quotations, layout plans, 

3D detailed views or parts lists with price informati-

on. Sales staff lay out product variants based on rules 

and present three-dimensional layout plans on the 

respective floor plan. The consistency reduces 

workload, eliminates errors and improves internal 

communication. 

Central production and shipping

The external configuration files arrive online at 

headquarters, where they are transferred to the ERP 

system for production after being checked. The en-

velope geometries can be used in the CAD system to 



in the installation space. The prospective customer 

requests his individual offer with the project file. The 

technical sales department can process this project 

file seamlessly in the P̀ X Industry Solution, make 

adjustments after the consultation and send an ac-

curate quotation with 3D views, installation planning, 

parts lists and services. The existing sales organizati-

on can optionally be integrated into this process. 

With the qualified inquiry already delivered by the 

end user, suppliers reduce their consulting effort, ge-

nerate new business opportunities online and 

ultimately increase not only sales but also customer 

satisfaction.

Perspectix AG in Zurich implements sophistica-
ted software solutions for technical sales and 
store planning. Since being founded in 1996 the 
company has continuously developed into a cut-
ting edge solution provider for the distribution 
and project planning of multi-variant products. 

Users of the P'X Industry Solution benefit from 
the experiences from complementary user bran-
ches: Mechanical engineering, plant enginee-
ring, electrical engineering, furnishing, store 
building, warehouse and logistics systems. With 
P'X Retail Solution users get a tailored solution 
for store planning, product range configuration 
and branch evaluation. 

Due to the combination of sales optimisation, 
graphic project planning and product lifecycle 
management in a future-oriented technology, 
today Perspectix is a strategic supplier of well-
known manufacturers and chain stores as well 
as partners of leading IT companies. 
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